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BEST 4 BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
OVERVIEW

Modern education has been even more revolutionized since numerous learning
applications that use the Internet have become widely available. A seamless communication
system is a crucial technology for schools due to its unique advantages for education.
Due to the current Covid-19 situation, this technology is needed more than ever. With
lessons moving online, and teacher-parent communication needing to be stronger than
ever, it's essential to have a collaboration system that allows communication to continue as
normal, or even stronger than before the pandemic. From video conferencing to instant
messaging chats, our communications system provides the solution to learning from home.
Our collaboration system has replaced the conventional critical telephone systems in many
schools across the UK. We offer smart mobility features, advanced call routing, as well as
the possibility to be incorporated with dedicated school software used in the educational
systems.
When selecting a new phone system, it is essential to pay attention to the specific
communication challenges that school systems face, such as parental relations, the safety
of students, and regular student management. A modern phone system can efficiently and
successfully resolve all these challenges faced by the education sector.
Here at B4BC, we understand the stress often experienced by schools using out-of-date
telephony equipment, which is why our multi-award-winning solutions are designed to cope
with the demands of schools of all sizes.

Schools are expected to be at the forefront of innovation and changes
in technology, but unfortunately this is not always possible.
Many institutions within the education sector still struggle with out-of-date telephony
equipment, unaware of the benefits that a simple upgrade could provide.
Our phone systems for schools are cherished by many as they have found them simple to
use and very affordable. These systems can be easily implemented for all to use, even if the
school does not have IT staff.

What if you had phone system that solved the most common
communication issues schools face?
Our multi-award-winning phone system has been successfully providing solutions for the
most common issues that schools have through the following features.
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BEST 4 BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
BENEFITS OF OUR SYSTEMS

EASY TO USE
Teachers work hard and tirelessly to educate children, and are usually too busy to learn
new and complex systems. Also, if the IT staff needs to be transferred or removed from the
school system, then all the knowledge regarding maintaining and operating the phone
system will be lost. That is why schools need to have an easy-to-use phone system.
All our collaboration tools are web-based, which is effortless to use and understand. The
headsets provided are very simple to use, yet powerful. These features enable new school
staff to start using our system right away, without wasting any of their valuable time.

SAFETY
Due to the global pandemic, schools are more proactive when it comes to the safety of
pupils, parents, teachers and office staff. One of the vital measures is to implement new
and better communication tools.
Our smart collaboration tools can significantly improve the safety of your school. Teachers
can broadcast any emergency messages and alerts straight to the phones of parents or
other emergency contact numbers listed by students.
We offer a state-of-the-art collaboration solution for schools that ensures you can reach
your staff, parents, pupils, students and administrators anywhere, anytime.

FRAUD PROTECTION
Our secure telecoms systems with active monitoring applications protect your school
against phone hackers. We deliver the superior 24/7/365 reliability and performance levels
required to help ensure communications quality and student safety.
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BEST 4 BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEM FEATURES

VIDEO CONFERENCING
Video conferencing systems enable real-time video calls allowing teachers, students,
parents and administrators to meet from their various locations. Still, they all have the
sense that they're in the same room.
With education having to leave the classroom and continue at home, video conferencing
has been an essential tool during the global pandemic. It has allowed teachers to keep the
classroom atmosphere with remote lessons. Additionally, any student who needs extra
support is able to easily have a one-to-one with their tutor.
Our collaboration system provides HD Video, screen-sharing and conference recording.
Meaning calls will be seamless, with no lagging, and in high quality. The screen-sharing
feature is great for virtual lessons, as teachers can easily show students examples. Then
each call can be re-watched later if necessary if they are recorded, which is fantastic if
students need to go over their lessons again.

MUSIC-ON-HOLD
Music-on-hold plays recorded music or marketing messages while your callers are on
hold to give your school a professional edge. Using this feature to answer frequently
asked questions, or provide important information while parents are on hold is a great
way to speed up call resolve time. Some parents are likely to find out the answer to their
questions before they even need to speak to a member of staff.
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BEST 4 BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEM FEATURES

SMART AUTO ATTENDANT
Smart technology routes incoming calls automatically to the right individual or department,
reducing waiting times, increasing calls resolved the first time, and enabling keeping costs
down while providing better quality service.

VOICEMAIL-TO-EMAIL
If you have to be out of your school office or off-site at school-related events, you need a
phone system that allows you to have your voice mails automatically routed to your email
inbox.

SAFEGUARDING
Our innovative solutions provide enhanced school safety and empower the immediate
response of on-site personnel with a robust set of communication. We offer a best-in-class
safeguarding solution to let you act quickly on critical emergencies. Thanks to the possibility
to communicate with mobile devices, you can continuously reach your staff wherever they
are.
The collaboration system allows you to block specific websites and phone numbers to
protect students and staff. Also, a call paging feature provides and emergency button that
links to an intercom. All devices connected to the collaboration platform would announce
the same message, which is a must have feature in an education institution in case of any
critical emergency.
We provide dedicated support so you feel secure that you have a phone system you can
trust. From experienced engineers on hand to offer support if necessary, to an account
manager who will review your system regularly and offer advice to keep providing the best
solution for your schools needs.
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BEST 4 BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
INTEGRATIONS

Are you looking for a communications system that easily integrates
with your CRM?
Our collaboration tool provides integration with a range of popular software and web
applications. You can easily connect your new phone system to the software you currently
use, such as Microsoft Teams, and even your CRM.
This integration between the systems allows you to communicate with anyone on your
contact list on the connected apps, through our telephone system.

The following apps and more can easily be integrated with our
phone system:
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BEST 4 BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEM FEATURES

SOFTPHONE
Our online collaboration software transforms your computer into a feature-rich, web-based
phone. Make, take and transfer calls, and more using our soft-phone service and it's
included at no extra charge.

CALL RECORDING
Our call recording feature is exactly what it says – it enables you to record every telephone
call in and out of your school. You can also retrieve, playback, store and share all your calls
with call recording software.

SITE-TO-SITE CALLING
Calling between offices just got better! You won't pay anything for calling numbers on your
system. If you have multiple sites, you are able to connect communications seamlessly with
our phone system.

CALLER ID
With our caller ID feature, you can identify who's calling before you pick up the phone. The
number and name, if available, of incoming call appears on your display.

DO NOT DISTURB
You can turn it on to stop incoming calls to your phone temporarily. This becomes especially
useful during conferences, lunches, and meetings.
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BEST 4 BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
PHONE SYSTEMS FOR TEACHERS

Our phone system for teachers has numerous smart features that can make the job of
teachers a lot easier, both in the classroom and in their home office.
Thanks to remote working features, teachers have identical connectivity at their home and
in the classroom. They can open their voicemail at any time and anywhere, and they can
contact parents from a school phone number instead of using their home or personal
mobile number.
Our all-in-one collaboration platform features enable teachers to dial in a conference room
quickly and talk to parents, colleagues, office staff, or administrators, remotely from their
home. Teachers can maintain communication with parents or administrators while
transitioning from the classroom to other locations.
With a single touch of a button, teachers can transfer their calls from the desk phones to
their mobile phones with our mobile app available for both Android and iOS. This way, they
can easily communicate when they leave the classroom.

DID YOU KNOW?
The interfaces of these old-fashioned phone systems are complex and difficult to use, and
they can make the entire process of managing phone systems inconvenient and
problematic.
Our phone system makes this process smooth and easy with its intuitive and easy-to-use
collaboration portal.
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BEST 4 BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
PHONE SYSTEMS FOR TEACHERS

Teachers have the option to manage their presence and show everyone in the school what
is happening during their class. Every teacher can select a special status, for example: "In
the cafeteria", "Out to recess", or "In a Meeting".
Instant messaging is available for every teacher, too. Instant messaging helps teachers to
communicate with the school staff easily and other teachers without calling. Also, our
phone system for schools allows teachers to record important calls with a simple click of a
button with a Call Recording feature.
The communication between teachers and parents is made effortless with the dedicated
video conference rooms. Our collaboration solution provides options for both individual
and group conferences. Teachers can also have one-on-one parent conferences, or discuss
details about class parties or field trips with the parents of all students.

"No matter the size of your educational institution we have a telephony
solution for you. We specialise in installing, managing and maintaining
phone systems that will meet all of the communication needs of your
school, college or university."
Matt Dillon
Telecoms Expert

Due to the Covid-19 restrictions, video conferencing has also become the new classroom in
many cases. Teachers can now carry out their lessons via video chat with the whole class,
or work one-to-one with students who need extra support, while both parties are in their
own homes.
Our fantastic collaboration system also provides a screen-sharing feature, allowing each
person in the call to view the selected parties screen. This is a brilliant tool for teachers
when communicating with school administrators, students and even parents, when
needing to show a presentation remotely, or providing a demonstration.
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BEST 4 BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
PHONE SYSTEMS FOR ADMINISTRATORS

Successfully managing communication tasks while managing a school is not always easy.
However, it can become easier with our multi-award-winning telephone system for schools.
Our solution has mobility features, as well as a mobile app. It means that the members of
the school staff do not have to be tied to their desks anymore. Now school administrators
can stay in constant communication, regardless of their location.
School administrators usually leave the desk and spend some time around campus, but
that should not be an issue for keeping in touch or locating them. Administrators and other
members of the school staff can regularly communicate wherever they are with the
collaboration app available for both Android and iOS.

DID YOU KNOW?
Our phone system is entirely web-based, which can be managed successfully by using any
of the computers connected to the Internet.

School administrators can send calls to the specific staff or faculty members by creating
logical call routing with little or without employee interaction.
Our phone system enables administrators to create custom messages and greetings to
improve the professional image of the school. With this system, small schools can sound as
professional as schools with outstanding academic performance. School administrators can
also block malicious callers to prevent them from disturbing classes and school days.
Maintaining records of all calls with scheduled and unscripted call recordings is useful for
protecting your staff and yourself, too.
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BEST 4 BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
TESTIMONIALS

We have always received good service, communication is prompt and excellent. Our
recent work was well managed, communicated and organised by our accounts manager
Carl Harris.
Ellie Green
Abbey Primary Community School

From my initial contact with Jason through to signing the paperwork, everything has
been really straight forward. Jason matched the product to our requirements and there
was no pressure sales at all. I have been really impressed so far. Thank you for making
it all seem very easy.
Rachel Watson
St Mary Magdalene CE School

Having been a B4BC customer for almost 5 years now we have always received a
professional and prompt service. All communications with B4BC have been efficient and
effective! We would highly recommend B4BC for all your communication needs.
Sarah Morrison
Beacon Academy

B4BC have been my telephone provider for the past three years and I have found their
service to be excellent. The cost is considerably less than other providers and their customer
support is outstanding, I would recommend B4B to any organisation as I am so happy with
the service and costs.
Ian Squire
Woodlands Primary School

Brinsworth Whitehill has been with Best 4 Business for several years. Excellent customer
service. Problems are dealt with efficiently and in a timely manner.
Kath Lee
Brinsworth Whitehill School

What are you waiting for? Contact us!
www.b4bc.co.uk

